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July 12th, 2022
.
Good Tuesday Morning,
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our 
Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.
Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us! 
.
.
.
Index Number 1585:
.
.
.
.
This morning during prayers and meditations I spent a little time 
considering what roll the 3 Archangels (Gabriel, Raphael, and Micheal)  
play in my Model of the Holy. Archangel Gabriel stumped me the 
longest, announcing Conceptions and Deaths (Judgments) what does 
He do in our Day-to-Day-of-Bread?
.
And how is Death viewed in the Model.
.
For this I will bring forth the physiological functions of neural cells – 
to consider what roll they all play in the Holy Neural (Saints & 
Sinners) Neural Network which extend around the through these Day-
of-Breads existing throughout Jacob's Latter that projects from the 
Surface of God's Holy Church – Holy Israel out to the Infinite 
Quantum Paradox (Realities – Days-of-Bread) of God Dying on a 
Cross, and where our Holy Redeemer perpetually Falls in Fidelity of 
Being from all unGlorified version of us Either Taking some or all our 
Sins at end-of-Day (Sundown) Judgment (or at moment of God's Will 
Rending Sin) or With us through the many-levels of Hosting these 
Days we Created against God's Will and Holy Human Dignity 
REQUIRES must be followed .. and in God's Love - through to His 
Resurrection.
.
There seems a discontinuity here about how a version (copy) of our 
soul who has been Damned be involved in Resurrection and I think of 
two ways – we become a permanent Node in the Multiverse Path and 
as Holy Israel 'Sphere' Expands down Jacob's Latter we are Absorbed 
– and at that point we are Hosting Days-of-Bread worthy of God's 
Kingdom Come, all our deConstructed, Derivated, Attenuated, etc. 
sub-souls are Worth to Enter Holy Jerusalem – those not 'Drop' into 
further Multiverse Hosting. 
.
This 'Death' in a neural cell sense is the equivalent that it stops 
differentiating – the Stem Cell takes on her final form with 
connections that no longer change, part of the nervous system in that 
form.
.
The other form I was considering is that the sub-soul is so Burned as 
to return to it's initial State – along with Holy Links to the State it was, 
and used in a new Conception .. a new Baby, with later ability to 
remember all the past Multiverse Paths that brought her to that State 
– and all those sub-sub-souls who did Repent, following a Path which 
lead to Being part of the Holy Neural Network many already within 
Holy Israel, a Union in a true form.
.
This version helps us make sense of those who Remember past lives – 
as different people – they have Holy Access for God's Reasons to 
Glorify Him and perhaps to help Settle dimensions of our 
Understanding of Jesus Christs' Holy Church, and Reality and all that 
follows, to more Fully 'Flesh-out' and perhaps correct Doctrine, and-
or likely so many other Holy Reasons only the Holy Ghost (The Trinity) 
could provide
.
.
So I suggest Archangel Gabriel announces and plays a significant roll 
in such for His Day-to-Day-of-Bread that is not outlined in Biblical 
Truth given us – Praise God!
.
.
.
And Archangel Raphael plays a roll in selecting who are Guardian 
Angles are for all the Holy Perfect versions of us, all we have Authority 
& Influence over, and interact with (such as the Holy & Demonic – for 
everyone else we interact with we have Influence over – all those 
who's Souls are changeable .. meaning addable-to), and vice-versa 
(that we are to those others not included in this first Category List – I 
do not have First-Level Authority or Influence over some souls, yet 
they [may] to me, and so included), and All within at least 3 Degrees-
of-Freedom .. my cousin's manager's person he stood behind in line at 
a coffee shop's person who is involved with the water system he uses, 
for example.
.
So our souls are given – likely indirect connection up through Jacob's 
Ladder – Holy Neural Network Connections through to Them to 
Guide us ,, some very significant number of and rarely Changed 
number of those, ..
.
.. since each Day-of-Bread is constantly Repeated from Start with 
Direct Profane Holy-in-Training Master's (and Above's Masters) 
changed Starting conditions – those aspects not Quantum Collapsed 
(consciously know by the sub-souls) unless He wants it to be .. as in a 
Miracle and-or to bring intentional doubt of their perception of 
reality, etc. during that Repeated Day-of-Bread. Another example 



would be remembering 'a dream' which would likely be a sub-
fragment of some connected sub-soul on multiverse, perhaps one 
who has a more successful Path to Salvation.
.
Each repeated Day-of-Bread is the Node to another Multiverse, and 
sub-Masters who sit on the Master's Round Table under Him, and that 
Table also includes all Past Multiverse Masters – the Holy Best and 
others – back to .. like their Entrance into Rationality – 8 years old.
.
This Round-Table concept is a simpler way of defining a sub-section 
of the Holy Neural (Saints and Sinners) Network. Not that to those 
Above in Jacob's Ladder we would in some aspect be 'Sinners' below 
them.
.
.
And  so in at least this one way Archangel Raphael is Instrumental in 
Guiding Us, if we Choose to carefully Discern and Holy Listen – those 
most Relevant to our Success (at least Passing through Judgment at 
Sundown, to not be forced to Own and Host any of our Sin(s)) – those 
most Relevant are accessible.
.
The 'Judgment' is done by the most immediately above Profane Holy-
in-Training part of the trinity that the immediate Redeemer is part of – 
and is a big-part of how the Master Above Judges Him – and will 
influence the sub-sub-souls' Day-of-Bread to 'Exercise' or as needed 
to further Discern what changes the sub-Master's Redeemer much go 
through to help Train that Master .. and Himself, of course.
.
.
The constant adding Multiverse Nodes – below in the Jacob's Ladder 
Quantum Realities are who a Soul Changes .. and how in the Meta-
level how God can be both unChangeable and Changing in the 
Addition of new souls .. in a real Sense we all were always with Him in 
our Holy Perfect Health State, and those Multiverses below are what 
we Holy Spawn in our 'Thoughts and Holy Word' .. another 
Manifestation of His Word.
.
.
.
And Archangels Saint Micheal 'Adjusts' the Holy Neural Network – 
adding Weights and Connections – often routing through a Path 
where Jesus Christ has Fallen to The Paradox in one of His infinite 
Deaths .. 'Binding to the Base of Jesus Christs Holy Cross.'
.
.
.
There was a lot of other things – but let us leave you with that to 
consider and meditate on – and give Questions and Ponderings too 
(up through our Guardian Angels – which you are connected to me 
through in this Post - as a Degree-of-Freedom.)
.
.. recall that such ponderings are a Form of Prayer in themselves.
.
.
.
May the Holy Ghost Guide and Clarify to you All that is Loving, 
Merciful, and Charitable for you, now and throughout our Journalese 
to our Holy Salvation – too Perfectly Love and Commune with the 
Trinity.
.
And, ..
.
May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures, and 
future Multiverse Pasts.]
.
.
.
Oh, I decided that at least one of the reason Satanic Controlled 
Facebook is giving me weird URLs – unlike years' history of simple 
Numerical Character Strings – is to disconnect the 'Referenced By' 
links from old Posts that I add to form a Web of related subjects.
.
(For those who use Facebook to post, did your URLs change to the 
seemingly random alphanumberic strings?)
I recall when I started to request the Archives of my Post that the 
URLs within were not of the reasonable form – and wondered at it 
and considered how that made someone who was researching unable 
(directly) to link the 'Referenced By' to the place in the records – to 
build a complete Web that serves the function that was intended – 
that a common user may do.
.
I did not think much of it because it seemed always to be that way 
and so likely some internal reason, inconvenient but not actively 
Nefarious .. but we know understand that such Witches have access 
to the Multiverse through they torturing-to-death of babies and souls 
Burning they enSlaved and it was likely that such Webs constructed 
were significant in my and other's Souls Glorified – in Witnessing – 
and such, and so ...
.
.. so I Ask again as I do at most every Banned person, Censored Post 
or video I come across – what is it that Satan does not want you to 
See or Know .. and should you not pay attention to them & those?
.
.
Recall that it is my main contention I was removed from Facebook 
because I was effectively using such to create a Cloud-of-connected 
Tweets where each contained a simple point and often at least one 
URL to articles and-or videos that express and support that point – 
and in combination they entire meta-point, and those tweets linked 
back to the main-body of some [sub-part] of the Cloud of work, of 
Tweets.



.
So, although this is unprovable because of the motives of evil is most 

often Hidden and Obscure, it is not only not contradictory but 
mutually supportive .. much more that such horrors did not like the 
word 'retard' – for example – correctly used, especially the inconstant 
enforcement  and those who support or do torture babies-to-death 
by 100,000 daily world-wide would be expected to not only lie, hide, 
obfuscate, .. their Real Satanic reasons, but want such to be available – 
if they really believed it was 'hurtful' and not Lovingly Correcting – 
they would want it broadcast to everyone as they do to the many 
many other God's Will Rending and Warping Sins they active promote 
and protect.
.
And of course those who  actually own and control both Facebook 
and Twitter – are Vagina-god Satan minions over very very many 
levels .. including those near us who are passively supportive of 
#FreedomToHear of us and Futures' interfering evils.
.
.
.
Okay – so that is one more likely reason out of many I considered of 
such clear weird likely-evil (given track record) with few neutral and 
no good reason thought-of.
.
Here is what I put together from Yesterday and touched on to correct 
spelling and expand a little the non-commented videos.
.
.
.
.
What the Sins of Church Leadership has [passively] Supported since 
After miss-applying the Spirit of Vatican II the Body of Christ became 
Wounded and Evil has openly poured in!
.
.. as like our illegal immigrants through our Open-Boarders or a deep-
into-bone cut in your hand as it moves through a feces filled toilet-
bowl after a diseased occupant (sure not all the contents in toilet is 
only Sickening unto Death, but too much -to- most is!)
.
The silence against specifically #NoFaultDivorce and removing 
Fatherhood from Children and visa-verse ranks up there  as amazingly 
bad – the hyper-empowering the soul-Sicken and soul-Sickening 
womanhood (motherhood) is the cause of such – and as noted in 
yesterday's Post (URLs in PostScript) our Vatican Leadership wants to 
Accelerate the Murder of The Body of Christ in all our Souls by 
putting women into power-positions!
.
Our Satanic connected Pope .. I am not sure what you need to hear or 
see to have you seriously Discern this Evil, to un-enSlave yourself 
from your Sins and Act in a Holy Inspired Manner ..  to the Church 
and the Satanic Mirrored throughout Society.
.
“Archbishop Vigano: Is FDA buying baby organs?”
by Dr Taylor Marshall 
https://youtu.be/VasFVRVbFsA
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Archbishop%20Vigano%20Is...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/ivzygtg5kvc3e0p
/Archbishop%20Vigano%20Is%20FDA%20buying%20baby%20organs.
mp4]
.
.
.
.
Population replacement in Ukraine – Genocide of the people by the 
evil-Zionist Witches who will replace them with more easily controlled 
population from 3rd World Shit-hole countries, countries who have 
been breading ground of a population barely able to escape the 
Western World-Bank destroying policies and such – another 
Holodomor and like what Those evil-Zionist Witches did to our nation 
at Civil War – pitting the best [potential] fathers against each other – 
using and killing the most Virtuous and Best, which they have been 
doing throughout history – to those 'Lizard People' we are all 'souless 
goys' and 'non-family' Toys, Slaves, and Satanic Sacrifices to Hell., ..
.
“CrossTalk | Legitimacy crisis”
by RT, 11 July 2022 
https://rumble.com/v1bu5rb-crosstalk-legitimacy-crisis.html
https://www.rt.com/.../crosstalk/558727-west-faces-high-debt
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../RT%20-%20CrossTalk%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/6ksbgg53atyln0a
/RT%20-%20CrossTalk%20-%20Legitimacy%20crisis%20-%20NEGYe.h
aa.mp4]
.
.
.
.
A lot of what we have today, intentionally directed by the evil-Zionist 
anti-Logos Satanic-worshiping international Witch-Matriarchy ruling 
families., ..
.
“7 Signs of Cultural Suicide from Ancient Rome”
by Knowland Knows 
https://youtu.be/BU7IxePe-_s
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../7%20Signs%20of%20Cultural...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/v7pc47w22uh2c1j
/7%20Signs%20of%20Cultural%20Suicide%20from%20Ancient%20Ro
me.mp4]
.
.
.
Some changes in UK which suggest a shifting of political conversation 
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- looking for more then Satanic Puppets of evil-Zionist international 
Witches .. perhaps?, ..

.
“The Overton Window Shifts Right”
by The Podcast of the Lotus Eaters 
https://youtu.be/RXEvfo85KJ8
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RXEvfo85KJ8
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../The%20Overton%20Window...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/g8h4tytc3jquojc
/The%20Overton%20Window%20Shifts%20Right.mp4]
.
.
.
.
The destruction of reputation abilities have expanded and amplified 
the Female-Evil Horror that slimy cnts have been using against males 
for .. 
.
“Why Twitter Is Insane”
by Jordan B Peterson 
https://youtu.be/Yg0qlnh5I38
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Why%20Twitter%20Is%20Insane.mp4
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/t7dbhsszvjcy021
/Why%20Twitter%20Is%20Insane.mp4]
.
.
.. last 60 years most recently, and since such vile horrors are 
constantly inserted into power-potions and we forced to Suffer them 
where a man would use care or know better because if you punch a 
man for lying about you society could support that, but you raise 
your voice to such F-ing horrors all around us, and you are easily 
socially destroyed and likely the Satanic-State jumps in, mobbed by 
lying False-Witnessing inHuman vomit-souled cnts that can not wait 
to jump out and kick some male in the testicles and feel 'righteous'.
.
Welcome – you evil-Blinded horrors to a little of the evil-Power that 
has been used to destroy excellent men and fathers, potentially good 
young men and boys by the Things that are shaped female but baby-
murdering society family child father employment destroying F-ing 
horrors who long ago would have Stopped and been more careful 
had – when they allowed to work near men been allowed to be 
beaten bloody and the older women in their families legs broken for 
the Curse of the [functional] fatherless horrors they created.
.
.
I have suggested a number of effective measures – including 
#PublicDataBase and the expectation that anyone giving power to 
someone who has been provingly and recorded on such their lying 
manipulating destructive .. Female-Evil practicing horrors – then those 
are legally and socially responsible for the damages done.
.
Physical punishment such as interpersonal #TaserDuels and socially 
public #TaseredTillPissingAndScreaming replacing the old fashion 
public flogging without the long-term physical damage (unless death 
from stress - so stay healthy, sane, respectful, virtuous, .. and avoid), 
and much needed for most of us who if Lovingly Applied Justly much 
earlier in young adulthood would have stopped most of our public 
destructive behaviors.
.
The very threat of such would have cause most the women now a 
Curse of themselves and all living and connected to them to have not 
been shaped so .. if we include the older women in families sharing in 
the punishment then their will be a great improvement in many ways. 
as I regularly argue – those twisted by the ability to torture their 
babies to death for convenience are clearly inHuman by most Sanity 
and Virtue Standards, and so much more likely to not only Coin their 
(and other's) children but also warp them into self-destructive manner 
for many goals – the least-reason is not to be used to attack and 
destroy others through their twisted evil-Tool spawn ..
.
.. the  classic 'Islamic Mother' who raises her boys to become suicide 
bombers, except instead of God these children of many Modern 
Western Vagina-God Satan following Motherhood are twisted to die 
and murder for their Vagina-god following mother or others whims.
.
.
.
.
Another Mash-up, these are funny and creative., ..
.
“The Pantelettes - "Don't Mess With Phil"”
by Bill McClintock 
https://youtu.be/13UgNvDJzUY
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../The%20Pantelettes%20-%20Don-t...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/m6cjf9pbae2tl1p
/The%20Pantelettes%20-%20Don-t%20Mess%20With%20Phil.mp4]
.
.
Another – based on an old song I enjoy 'Fire!' another variation of 
Nine Inch Nails song .. I wonder if that band every created a different 
song .. not that that one was not a masterpiece that Justifies a Lot in 
raw excellence and display of talent – and artistic Heart that could 
turn a pile of crab-shells and drift wood into some deep raw 
expression of passion., ..
.
“Nine Inch Players (With Special Guest David Bowie) - "Close Fire"”
by Bill McClintock 
https://youtu.be/cx_S5v3GTzg
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Nine%20Inch%20Players%20-
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https://www.dropbox.com/.../The%20Over
https://www.dropbox.
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With...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/w91yms4jd7ymzh4

/Nine%20Inch%20Players%20-
With%20Special%20Guest%20David%20Bowie-%20-%20Close%20Fir
e.mp4]
.
.
.. I miss seeing those big-hair Afros from 1970's.
.
David Bowes' song 'Fame' .. “is it any wonder - I reject your 
Breasts(?!)” is what I always wondered about the words-meanings.
.
.
No doubt it is like the occasion of me hearing 'A Fool's Foreskin' in 
song that turned into something else (funny) - number 4 in Post, April 
7th, 2022, Thursday Morning, 'Index Number 1486:', ..
-- --
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
Archived: https://archive.ph/M5iaF [Updated2]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/itiovfs44dimdlz
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201486%20%2C
%20April%207th%2C%202022%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10228401359323356
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02ypijjXPH44tcJMqz8BUpCKo73Y7DpfK2MLmnWfry8kMD2ta
5r7JADc5PrqDMqFs7l [Facebook Shadow-Banning version of URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked]
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/m65d2rewzvb7gqm
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
486%20%2C%20April%207th%2C%202022
%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf]
-- --
.
.
These are fun.  Slayer seems to do well in many of those 80's 'big-hair' 
pop songs – do not you think so?, ..
.
“Slayer and Katrina & The Waves - "Chemical Warfare (Don't It Feel 
Good?)"”
by Bill McClintock 
https://youtu.be/7MrMfoHejiw
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Slayer%20and%20Katrina%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/6axq3ok5nv46imd
/Slayer%20and%20Katrina%20-%20The%20Waves%20-%20Chemical
%20Warfare%20-Don-t%20It%20Feel%20Good-.mp4]
.
.
.. perhaps he does well in these because of the dark rotting under-
belly of the West is reflected in such Hellenistic soul-rotting tripe that 
has come to fuller feted stanch these days.
.
.
.
.
Coordinate wide-spectrum Satanic fraud through media, big-tech, 
gov, courts, .. with our and all of Western Society's destruction only 
the Start – the final goal is us and all we love or could love Burning in 
Hell as Satan's Toys and Food., ..
.
“Tucker Carlson: This is an obvious lie”
by Fox News 
https://youtu.be/35hSxOYABu4
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/e6un90qguzipbq1
/Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is%20an%20obvious%20lie.mp4]
.
.
.
.
More from a group which evil-Google did not want me to find or 
engage with by Hiding those Search Results – and I got a screen-shop 
of., ..
.
“The End of the Liberal World Empire”
by The LaRouche Organization 
https://youtu.be/tONsfTMD9w8
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../The%20End%20of%20the...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/cdoo9yvvupfvctl
/The%20End%20of%20the%20Liberal%20World%20Empire.mp4]
.
.
.
Vince is doing his regular good job at keeping us informed., ..
.
“Dutch Farmers REVOLT as the Deliberate Famine Takes Hold”
by The Red Elephants - Vincent James 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HDqBLBM4F4wt
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Dutch%20Farmers%20REVOLT%20as...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/gsngjfj79tdmv2c
/Dutch%20Farmers%20REVOLT%20as%20the%20Deliberate%20Famin
e%20Takes%20Hold%20-%20HDqBLBM4F4wt.mp4]
.
.
.
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.
Western Europe is like Communism with a smiley-face – world-wide 

Holodomor being implemented by children of original evil-Zionist 
international Witch ruling families that created the mass murder and 
war in 20th Century and beginning of this one., ..
.
“Poland Shocked At How Dutch Farmers Are Treated”
by Romanian TVee 
https://youtu.be/P-5TrKG8taU
https://www.bitchute.com/video/P-5TrKG8taU
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Poland%20Shocked%20At%20How...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/invne1ufpsmgohm
/Poland%20Shocked%20At%20How%20Dutch%20Farmers%20Are%2
0Treated.mp4]
.
.
.. why should not Russia nuke us and Western Europe back to the 
Stone age – with the collapse of evil-Gov perhaps we can Ask those 
top most real powerful older women in those families in every State 
that such and eat the souls of those 60 babies tortured to death every 
day in each state (happening daily near us all – silently screaming as 
being ripped apart by Witches), and sucking-on and eating-off all the 
souls and suffering of those involved - mothers, fathers, medical, tax-
payers, ...
.
Ask also Ask them to explain why they separated children from 
fathers and such.
.
.. them and any older women in families that are clearly doing well 
when in this howling Satanic torturous Hell-hole only those working 
for and with Satan and Her minions is doing well secularly .. a healthy 
father or [now adult] son so separated and life-long needlessly 
suffering could do a Lot of Asking with a Machete every day, perhaps 
hundreds – one body-joint at a time perhaps as Thank-You for the 
Horrors - one can think.
.
The day the police & military stay home to protect there own families 
will be the start of a lot of Asking.
.
.. do you imagine it will be long now with the twisted retarded 
howling psycho-cnts everywhere destroying everything left of any 
Value and Virtue, and possible natural or building towards Goodness?
.
.
.
.
More attacks on working class and manhood, ..
.
“What Newspeak Is Being Directed At The Sheeple Today”
by James Collins IRELAND 
https://youtu.be/yUQdFTEQnPI
https://odysee.com/.../what-newspeak-is-being-directed-at...
https://www.bitchute.com/video/yUQdFTEQnPI
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../What%20Newspeak%20Is%20Being...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/1eo6saw91rqylak
/What%20Newspeak%20Is%20Being%20Directed%20At%20The%20S
heeple%20Today.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Here is one that works pretty well.
Granted – he is no 'Phil' .. but still – it goes much better., ..
.
“3 Discos Down – "Funktonite"”
by Bill McClintock
https://youtu.be/r2Ba0G2Ld0M
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../3%20Discos%20Down%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/xhxm2qrotfrz9nc
/3%20Discos%20Down%20-%20Funktonite.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Some good and a lot of interesting memes and history of young who 
believe they know enough to be politically active, and what their 
fevered twisted-by-media and fatherless-Witch-raised warped minds 
trying to make sense of the world .. the real world near them ignored 
and 'the world' they are being shown that only exists as a Satanic 
Goal being flashed on media.
.
And other things., ..
.
“Politigram and the Post-left w/ Joshua Citerella”
by The Stoa 
https://youtu.be/bMWswzgizG8
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Politigram%20and%20the%20Post...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/20lh1tluqpakb7v
/Politigram%20and%20the%20Post-
left%20w%20Joshua%20Citerella.mp4]
.
.
.. good Q&A after presentation.
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.

https://youtu.be/P-5TrKG8taU
https://www.bitchute.com/video/P-5TrKG8taU
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/yUQdFTEQnPI
https://odysee.com/.../what-newspeak-is-being-directed-at...
https://www.bitchute.com/video/yUQdFTEQnPI
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/r2Ba0G2Ld0M
https://www.dropbox.com/.../3%20Discos%20Down%20...
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/bMWswzgizG8
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.


.

.

.

.
PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..
-- -- --
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid03jLGZGcrSn5McHn5Bmnm2KNFENAM7FD4Cn9viLXg5mrZqf
Xxxqqg35UFEXzmXKt5l
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/h1esrz1qxgllakg
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
584%20%2C%20July%2011th%2C%202022
%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1584]
Archived: https://archive.ph/5GLLc
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/rigoqo96nt5xfwg
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201584%20%2C
%20July%2011th%2C%202022%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1393252993708593153
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108629053254562307
Archived: https://archive.ph/aJPxW
July 11th, 2022, Index Number 1584:
-- -- --
.
.
.
.
Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 30June2022) – 2 
parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not yet 
Censored .. 
-- --
Part1: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/ehm0bsa9ki7xb7a
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%202%20of%202.zip]
.
Part2: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/9lqygvbxgdhwmnm
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%201%20of%202.zip]
-- --
.
.
Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../937.../AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a
[ https://www.dropbox .com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a]
.
PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more) Facebook 
Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox directory here, ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../sdn.../AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa]
.
.
.
.
Links to this Post and others related:
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1585]
Archived: {to be added}
DropBox: {to be added}
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0262twh9QAFWEbjCJsHWEGF5t1WDaP2XL4S3CeJUC75n1jtY
73YUmNjeSLsWSbywEel
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: {to be added}
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1393612830858547209
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108634897026361542
Archived: {to be added}
.
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https://www.dropbox.com/.../937.../AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a
https://www.dropbox
https://www.dropbox.com/.../sdn.../AACKP75L
https://www.dropbox.
https://stevenwork
https://stevenwork
https://www.facebook
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1393612830858547209
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108634897026361542



